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RESEARCH

Weekly report 1 – 3rd of January 2020

A week with a large number of notifications of poor quality – most alerts got grades of 60 % or lower. A fairly short week, which is maybe expected for the first report of the year. Children's clothing is the single most prominent type of product this week, but it is composed of mostly electronics and toys.

1. EARRINGS (A12/00051/19)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Finland.

2. LASER POINTER (A12/00061/19)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Hungary.

3. TOY (A12/00040/19)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Poland.

4. TOY NO. 2 (A12/00043/19)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION 10
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Slovenia.

5. ADVENT CALENDAR (A12/00047/19)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Belgium.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Other Info</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00048/19)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. PLUSH TOY (A12/00049/19)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. PLASTIC DOLL NO. 2 (A12/00050/19)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. TOY NO. 3 (A12/00062/19)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. CHILDREN CLOTHING (A12/00039/19)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 2  (A12/00052/19)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 3 (A12/00053/19)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria.

13. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 4 (A12/00054/19)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria.

14. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 5 (A12/00055/19)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria.

15. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 6 (A12/00056/19)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Bulgaria.

16. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 7 (A12/00063/19)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria.

17. CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 8 (A12/00064/19)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Bulgaria.
18. HAIR DYE (A12/00044/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Austria.

19. CANDLE (A12/00041/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

20. USB CHARGER (A12/00042/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Belgium.

21. USB CHARGER NO. 2 (A12/00057/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Belgium.

22. USB CHARGER NO. 3 (A12/00058/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Belgium.

23. USB CHARGER NO. 4 (A12/00059/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Belgium.
Weekly report 2 – 10th January 2020

This week was dominated by cosmetic products, all from Norway. These cosmetic products alerts were overall of high quality and examples of some of the best alerts on RAPEX this year. Despite this, they are still lacking in comparison with the American dangerous product notification system in the way that it is still a lot harder for consumers to find the products that are listed or to find a recall website.

1. LASER POINTER (A12/00074/19)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 0
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 40
   Product alert from Bulgaria.

FIREWORKS (A12/00073/19)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from the Netherlands.

TOY SLIME (A12/00072/19)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 50
   Product alert from Sweden.
TOY (A12/00075/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 30

Product alert from Denmark.

COSMETIC PRODUCT (A12/00076/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 2 (A12/00077/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 3 (A12/00080/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 4 (A12/00081/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 5 (A12/00082/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.
COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 6 (A12/00083/19)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 7 (A12/00084/19)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 8 (A12/00085/19)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 9 (A12/00087/19)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 10 (A12/00089/19)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 11 (A12/00090/19)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Norway.
COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 12 (A12/00091/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 13 (A12/00092/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 14 (A12/00093/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.

COSMETIC PRODUCT NO. 15 (A12/00094/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Norway.

FIRE RETARDANT (A12/00066/19)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland.
Weekly Report 3 – 17th January 2020

Quite a large number of notifications this week, with a significant number coming from Poland. Most products were toys and other child-related products. Fireworks from Belgium got 100/100 but there were some alerts with 50/100 gradings. Three self-balancing scooters were featured in the report but two were in the ‘Serious alerts’ section and one in the ‘other alerts’ section with no obvious reason behind this distinction.

**SELF-BALANCING SCOOTER (A12/00016/20)**

- **PRODUCT NAME** - 20
- **BRAND NAME** - 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER** - 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
- **IMAGE** - 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE** - 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

**FITNESS EQUIPMENT (A12/00020/20)**

- **PRODUCT NAME** - 20
- **BRAND NAME** - 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER** - 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 10
- **IMAGE** - 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE** - 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 90

Product alert from Sweden

**SELF-BALANCING SCOOTER (A12/00023/20)**

- **PRODUCT NAME** - 20
- **BRAND NAME** - 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER** - 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
- **IMAGE** - 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE** - 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

**BRAKE DISC FOR BICYCLES (A12/00032/20)**

- **PRODUCT NAME** - 0
- **BRAND NAME** - 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER** - 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 10
- **IMAGE** - 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE** - 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION** - 10

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from Germany

**BRACELET (A12/00030/20)**

- **PRODUCT NAME** - 0
- **BRAND NAME** - 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER** - 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
- **IMAGE** - 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE** - 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 60

Product alert from Slovenia
BRACELET (A12/00062/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Slovenia

ANTI-CORROSION COATING (A12/00045/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Lithuania

CHILD'S BICYCLE SEAT (A12/00026/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Poland

SOOTHER HOLDER (A12/00046/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Slovenia

SOOTHER HOLDER (A12/00051/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Slovenia

FIREWORKS (A12/00001/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10
TOTAL: 100

Product alert from Belgium
SOFT TOYS (A12/00003/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland

FINGER PAINT (A12/00004/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC RATTLE (A12/00006/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC TOY (A12/00007/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC GUN (A12/00011/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland

TOY GUN SET (A12/00012/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland
SOFT TOY (A12/00013/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SET (A12/00014/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC BALL (A12/00015/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00029/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Czechia

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00047/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY SLIME (A12/00052/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from United Kingdom
PLASTIC BALLS (A12/00054/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

WOODEN TOY (A12/00058/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00063/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

SOFT MUSICAL TOY (A12/00064/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Poland

LEATHER GLOVES (A12/00005/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Sweden

WORK GLOVES (A12/00061/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Sweden
HAIR DYE (A12/00057/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland

OIL LAMP (A12/00024/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Sweden

OIL LAMP (A12/00025/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Sweden

OIL LAMP (A12/00060/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Sweden

HAIRDRIER (A12/00033/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from United Kingdom

KETTLE (A12/00035/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from United Kingdom
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEAMER (A12/00036/20)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB CHARGER (A12/00038/20)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGETABLE SPIRALIZER (A12/00043/20)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPTOP POWER SUPPLY (A12/00059/20)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELF-BALANCING SCOOTER (A11/00005/20)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOR LAMP (A11/00002/20)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Weekly report 4 – 24th January 2020

Long report with a large number of alerts. The most recurring product was tattoo ink, mostly submitted by Sweden and these were all of relatively high quality.

1. RING (A12/00089/20)

Product alert from Slovenia.
2. PIERCINGS (A12/00098/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 30

Product alert from Italy.

3. NECKLACE (A12/00100/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from Slovenia.

4. TATTOO INK (A12/00094/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Italy.

5. TATTOO INK NO. 2 (A12/00095/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Italy.

6. TATTOO INK NO. 3 (A12/00096/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Italy.

7. TATTOO INK NO. 4 (A12/00099/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Sweden.
8. TATTOO INK NO. 5 (A12/00101/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden.

9. TATTOO INK NO. 6 (A12/00103/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden.

10. TATTOO INK NO. 7 (A12/00104/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden.

11. TATTOO INK NO. 8 (A12/00105/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden.

12. TATTOO INK NO. 9 (A12/00108/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden.

13. TATTOO INK NO. 10 (A12/00109/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden.
## 14. TATTOO INK NO. 11 (A12/00110/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0

**TOTAL: 80**

Product alert from Sweden.

## 15. TATTOO INK NO. 12 (A12/00111/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 0
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0

**TOTAL: 60**

Product alert from Sweden.

## 16. TATTOO INK NO. 13 (A12/00112/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0

**TOTAL: 80**

Product alert from Sweden.

## 17. TATTOO INK NO. 14 (A12/00113/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0

**TOTAL: 80**

Product alert from Sweden.

## 18. TATTOO INK NO. 15 (A12/00114/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0

**TOTAL: 80**

Product alert from Sweden.

## 19. FIREWORKS (A12/00079/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0

**TOTAL: 80**

Product alert from Belgium.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Name/Number</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Safety Issue</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fireworks No. 2 (A12/00081/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plush Toy (A12/00076/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden Toy (A12/00077/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy (A12/00084/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling Clay (A12/00091/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 10</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling Clay No. 2 (A12/00092/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 10</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Belgium.

Product alert from Czechia.

Product alert from Poland.

Product alert from Austria.

Product alert from Portugal.
PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00097/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

PLUSH TOY NO. 2 (A12/00107/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.

SHIRT (A12/00068/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria.

SHIRT NO. 2 (A12/00069/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria.

CLEANSING FACE MASK (A12/00082/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Ireland.

HAIR CLEANSER (A12/00083/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from the United Kingdom.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Name/Number</th>
<th>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Safety Issue</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAIR DYE (A12/00093/20)</td>
<td>Product Name</td>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Model Name/Number</td>
<td>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>Total: 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKIN-LIGHTENING PRODUCTS (A12/00102/20)</td>
<td>Product Name</td>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Model Name/Number</td>
<td>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>Total: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCKET OUTLET (A12/00074/20)</td>
<td>Product Name</td>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Model Name/Number</td>
<td>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>Total: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB CHARGER (A12/00075/20)</td>
<td>Product Name</td>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Model Name/Number</td>
<td>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>Total: 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB CHARGER NO. 2 (A12/00078/20)</td>
<td>Product Name</td>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Model Name/Number</td>
<td>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>Total: 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAX HEATER (A12/00080/20)</td>
<td>Product Name</td>
<td>Brand Name</td>
<td>Model Name/Number</td>
<td>Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>Total: 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HANDHELD BODY MASSAGE (A12/00088/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

USB CHARGER NO. 3 (A12/00106/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.

TABLE LAMP (A11/00008/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.

PLUSH TOY NO. 3 (A11/00009/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.

PLUSH TOY NO. 4 (A11/00010/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.

USB CHARGER NO. 4 (A11/00007/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.
**Weekly Report 5 – 31st January 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YOGA MAT (A12/00116/20)</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIQUID FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00122/20)</strong></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BATH MAT (A12/00117/20)</strong></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLASTIC TOY (A12/00118/20)</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00119/20)</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOY SLIME KIT (A12/00121/20)</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Product alert from Sweden*

*Product alert from Czechia*

*Product alert from Lithuania*

*Product alert from Poland*

*Product alert from Malta*
SOFT TOY (A12/00126/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00131/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

SOFT TOY (A12/00132/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Hungary

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00133/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

RIDING GLOVES (A12/00134/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Germany

BABY SUNSCREEN (A12/00123/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia
HENNA PRODUCT (A12/00125/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from United Kingdom

POWER ADAPTER (A12/00120/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

SHAVER (A12/00124/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

Weekly Report 6 – 7th February 2020

RING (A12/00144/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Lithuania

LASER POINTER (A12/00163/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary

LASER POINTER (A12/00180/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary
TYRE REPAIR KIT (A12/00171/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Lithuania

ANGLE GRINDER (A12/00158/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Slovenia

ANGLE GRINDER (A12/00159/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10
TOTAL: 100

Product alert from Slovenia

CHILDREN’S TRAVEL SET (A12/00161/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10
TOTAL: 100

Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY SLIME (A12/00141/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Belgium

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00145/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Latvia
### BATH BOOK (A12/00146/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 0
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 10
- **Total**: 90

Product alert from Poland

### PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00151/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 0
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0
- **Total**: 80

Product alert from Hungary

### TOY SLIME (A12/00164/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 0
- **Recall Information**: 0
- **Total**: 80

Product alert from Estonia

### DOCTOR TOY SET (A12/00166/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0
- **Total**: 90

Product alert from Finland

### PLASTIC BOUNCING BALL (A12/00172/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 0
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0
- **Total**: 70

Product alert from Poland

### BABY TEETHER (A12/00179/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 10
- **Total**: 100

Product alert from Finland
SQUEEZABLE TOY (A12/00182/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Germany

CHILDREN'S SPORTS TROUSERS (A12/00168/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria

CHILDREN'S SPORTS TROUSERS (A12/00169/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria

CHILDREN'S SPORTS DRESS (A12/00170/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Bulgaria

BABY'S BODYSUIT (A12/00176/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Bulgaria

BABY BODY LOTION (A12/00181/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION 10
TOTAL: 100

Product alert from Germany
MAIN EXTENSION LEAD (A12/00143/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Germany

TRAVEL ADAPTOR (A12/00147/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Poland

USB CHARGER (A12/00162/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Poland

LAPTOP POWER SUPPLY (A12/00173/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Croatia

USB CHARGER (A12/00174/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

LAPTOP POWER SUPPLY (A12/00175/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Croatia
LIGHTING CHAIN (A11/00016/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A11/00017/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A11/00018/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary

CHILDREN'S BICYCLE SEAT (A11/00012/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION 10

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Denmark

SOFT TOY (A11/00011/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary

BATTERY-OPERATED TOY (A11/00013/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Latvia
### ELECTRIC TOY (A11/00014/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME:** 20
- **BRAND NAME:** 0
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER:** 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER):** 10
- **IMAGE:** 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE:** 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION:** 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION:** 0

**TOTAL:** 70

Product alert from Latvia.

### ELECTRIC TOY (A11/00015/20)
- **PRODUCT NAME:** 20
- **BRAND NAME:** 0
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER:** 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER):** 10
- **IMAGE:** 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE:** 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION:** 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION:** 0

**TOTAL:** 70

Product alert from Latvia.

---

**Weekly report 7 – 14th February 2020**

1. **PRESSURE COOKER (A12/00196/20)**
   - **PRODUCT NAME:** 20
   - **BRAND NAME:** 20
   - **MODEL NAME/NUMBER:** 10
   - **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER):** 0
   - **IMAGE:** 10
   - **SAFETY ISSUE:** 10
   - **REQUIRED ACTION:** 10
   - **RECALL INFORMATION:** 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from France.

2. **LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00183/20)**
   - **PRODUCT NAME:** 20
   - **BRAND NAME:** 0
   - **MODEL NAME/NUMBER:** 10
   - **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER):** 0
   - **IMAGE:** 10
   - **SAFETY ISSUE:** 10
   - **REQUIRED ACTION:** 10
   - **RECALL INFORMATION:** 0

**TOTAL:** 60

Product alert from Slovakia.

3. **LIGHTING CHAINS NO. 2 (A12/00184/20)**
   - **PRODUCT NAME:** 20
   - **BRAND NAME:** 20
   - **MODEL NAME/NUMBER:** 10
   - **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER):** 0
   - **IMAGE:** 10
   - **SAFETY ISSUE:** 10
   - **REQUIRED ACTION:** 10
   - **RECALL INFORMATION:** 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from Hungary.

4. **LIGHTING CHAINS NO. 3 (A12/00185/20)**
   - **PRODUCT NAME:** 20
   - **BRAND NAME:** 20
   - **MODEL NAME/NUMBER:** 10
   - **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER):** 0
   - **IMAGE:** 10
   - **SAFETY ISSUE:** 10
   - **REQUIRED ACTION:** 10
   - **RECALL INFORMATION:** 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from Hungary.
5. LIGHTING CHAINS NO. 4 (A12/00189/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Slovakia.

6. MOTORCYCLE HELMET (A12/00190/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Slovakia.

7. DRINKING BOTTLE FOR CHILDREN (A12/00188/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Finland.

8. TOY SLIME (A12/00187/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Poland.

9. TOY SLIME NO. 2 (A12/00192/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Poland.

10. COSTUME (A12/00198/20)
    PRODUCT NAME - 0
    BRAND NAME - 0
    MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
    OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
    IMAGE - 10
    SAFETY ISSUE - 10
    REQUIRED ACTION - 10
    RECALL INFORMATION - 0
    TOTAL: 40
    Product alert from France.
11. COSTUME NO. 2 (A12/00199/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from France.

12. COSTUME NO. 3 (A12/00200/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from France.

13. TOY (A12/00201/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from France.

14. TOY NO. 2 (A12/00203/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from Luxembourg.

15. TOY SCOOTER (A12/00205/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

16. TOY NO. 3 (A12/00206/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Iceland.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>A12/00212/20</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Name/Number</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Safety Issue</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>TOY NO. 4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>HENNA PRODUCT</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>HAND CREAM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>PERFUME</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>MEAT GRINDER</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>LED LAMP</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Bulgaria.

Product alert from Austria.

Product alert from Austria.

Product alert from Finland.

Product alert from Poland.

Product alert from Italy.
Weekly Report 8 – 21st February 2020

Product alerts this week were focused on toys and chemical products like e-cigarette liquid and cosmetics. There were several good reports from both Eastern and Western Europe. As in almost any other week, most reports were missing information like serial or batch number, weight, size or color.

**Product alert from France.**

**Training Bar (A12/00234/20)**

**Product alert from Norway**

**Folding Bicycle (A12/00241/20)**

**Product alert from Romania**

**Liquid for E-Cigarettes (A12/00249/20)**

**Product alert from Czechia**

**Liquid for E-Cigarettes (A12/00252/20)**

Product alert from Czechia
LIQUID FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00253/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

PUSH-ALONG TOY (A12/00223/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC TOY (A12/00226/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

TOY KITCHEN SET (A12/00227/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France

RATTLE TOY (A12/00228/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00229/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from United Kingdom
PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00230/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia

SOFT TOY (A12/00231/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from France

SOFT TOY (A12/00240/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Ireland

PUSH-ALONG TOY (A12/00244/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from France

REMOTE-CONTROLLED FLYING TOY (A12/00245/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from France

RATTLE TOY (A12/00246/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from France
FINGER PAINT (A12/00247/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France

MAGNETIC TOY (A12/00248/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Ireland

TOY GUN SET (A12/00255/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

SHOULDER BAG (A12/00235/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Norway

MEN'S SANDALS (A12/00242/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France

LEATHER BRACELET (A12/00251/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from France
SLIPPERS (A12/00254/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Norway

SHAVING FOAM (A12/00243/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany

CLEANSING CLOTHS (A12/00250/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 100
Product alert from Austria

BOOSTER SEAT (A11/00020/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Ireland

EDUCATIONAL TOY (A11/00021/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from United Kingdom

SOFT TOY (A11/00023/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from France
HAND AND BODY LOTION (A11/00022/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

Weekly report 9 – 28th February 2020

A large number (70) of alerts present within this report, majority of which were children's toys. Large range in quality of notifications. A digital scale scored 0/10 in required action because of the vagueness of the measures ordered: 'Making the marketing of the product subject to prior conditions'

GYM BAG (A12/00300/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Norway

FOLDABLE STOOL (A12/00305/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway

RAINCOAT (A12/00311/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway

EARRINGS (A12/00299/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Germany
LIQUID FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00312/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00302/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway

TORCH (A12/00296/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway

HEADLAMP (A12/00306/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Norway

LED WORK LAMP (A12/00307/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway

USB CABLE (A12/00319/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Sweden
Product alert from Sweden

MOBILE PHONE CASE (A12/00309/20)

PRODUCT NAME – 20
BRAND NAME – 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER – 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) – 10
IMAGE – 10
SAFETY ISSUE – 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION – 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Norway

FLOATING DEVICE FOR CHILDREN (A12/00286/20)

PRODUCT NAME – 0
BRAND NAME – 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER – 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) – 0
IMAGE – 0
SAFETY ISSUE – 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION – 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from France

SOOTHER HOLDER (A12/00283/20)

PRODUCT NAME – 0
BRAND NAME – 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER – 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) – 0
IMAGE – 10
SAFETY ISSUE – 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION – 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Italy

BABY WALKER (A12/00338/20)

PRODUCT NAME – 20
BRAND NAME – 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER – 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) – 10
IMAGE – 10
SAFETY ISSUE – 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION – 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

FIREWORKS (A12/00289/20)

PRODUCT NAME – 20
BRAND NAME – 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER – 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) – 0
IMAGE – 10
SAFETY ISSUE – 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION – 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Austria
FIREWORKS (A12/00290/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Austria

FIREWORKS (A12/00297/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Austria

TOY SLIME (A12/00256/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Lithuania

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00257/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Cyprus

BABY TEETHER (A12/00258/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION 10
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00260/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Cyprus
PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00261/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

SOFT TOY (A12/00263/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Bulgaria

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00264/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Cyprus

BABY TEETHER (A12/00265/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

SOFT TOY (A12/00266/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Bulgaria

TOY SLIME (A12/00267/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Lithuania
SOFT TOY (A12/00268/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Bulgaria

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00271/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00273/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00274/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00275/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

WHISTLE TOY (A12/00277/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from United Kingdom
SOFT TOY (A12/00282/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Italy

TOY SCOOTER (A12/00284/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from United Kingdom

SOFT TOY (A12/00285/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

PLASTIC MUSICAL TOY (A12/00287/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00291/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Cyprus

PAINTING TOY KIT (A12/00292/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Italy
MAGNETIC BUILDING BLOCKS (A12/00293/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00301/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00303/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL SET (A12/00308/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Norway

PLASTIC INSECT TOY (A12/00310/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Norway

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00313/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Italy
KEY RING (A12/00316/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Sweden

SOFT TOY (A12/00317/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Bulgaria

TOY CONSTRUCTION SET (A12/00325/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY CONSTRUCTION SET (A12/00329/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from United Kingdom

RATTLE TOY (A12/00330/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Czechia

TOY SLIME (A12/00331/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Cyprus
PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00334/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

SOFT TOY (A12/00335/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00336/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

BABIES' CLOTHING SET (A12/00262/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Ireland

RAIN SUIT (A12/00315/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Norway

RAINWEAR (A12/00333/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Sweden
SKIN LIGHTENING PRODUCT (A12/00269/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

SKIN LIGHTENING PRODUCT (A12/00270/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

SKIN LIGHTENING PRODUCT (A12/00272/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

SKIN LIGHTENING PRODUCT (A12/00288/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER (A12/00294/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Cyprus

DIGITAL MULTIMETER (A12/00295/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Sweden
MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER (A12/00298/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Cyprus

MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER (A12/00304/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Cyprus

CAR USB CHARGER (A12/00314/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Norway

DIGITAL SCALE (A12/00318/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Sweden

GLUE (A11/00025/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Cyprus

SHAMPOO/SHOWER GEL (A11/00024/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Bulgaria
Weekly report 10 – 6th March 2020

A fairly average week with most products scoring between 60 and 80/100. Toys were by far the most prevalent this week. No protective masks. This plastic toy is the only product to even have webpages for company recalls, highlighting the lack of links to relevant web pages in RAPEX compared to the Australian and American Product Safety surveillance websites.

1. SWIMMING GLOVES (A12/00355/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 10
   TOTAL: 100
   Product alert from Germany.

2. CHILDREN CAR SEAT (A12/00350/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 10
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Poland.

3. PLASTIC TOY (A12/00339/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Cyprus.

4. PLASTIC TOY NO. 2 (A12/00340/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Cyprus.

5. PLASTIC TOY NO. 3 (A12/00341/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Poland.
6. PLASTIC TOY NO. 4 (A12/00357/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Hungary.

7. PLASTIC TOY NO. 5 (A12/00359/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 70
   Product alert from the United Kingdom.

PLASTIC TOY NO. 6 (A12/00361/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Hungary.

SHOES (A12/00360/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Finland.

SHOES NO. 2 (A12/00362/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Greece.

USB CHARGER (A12/00354/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Poland.
BATTERY CHARGER (A12/00364/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Czechia.

LADDER (A11/00027/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Hungary.

PLASTIC TOY NO. 7 (A11/00026/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Poland.

BABY TEETHER (A11/00028/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Poland.

BATTERY-OPERATED TOY (A11/00030/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Latvia.

BATTERY-OPERATED TOY NO. 2 (A11/00031/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Latvia.
BATTERY-OPERATED TOY NO. 3 (A11/00032/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Latvia.

BATTERY-OPERATED TOY NO. 4 (A11/00033/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Latvia.

BATTERY-OPERATED TOY NO. 5 (A11/00034/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Latvia.

Weekly Report 11 – 13th March 2020

PINEAPPLE CUTTER (A12/00371/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Bulgaria

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL LED (A12/00372/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Germany

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00399/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Hungary
LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00400/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00401/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00402/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

CHILDREN'S HIGH CHAIR (A12/00389/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

SLIME TOY (A12/00368/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from the Netherlands

SOFT-FILLED DOLL WITH ACCESSORIES (A12/00370/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus
PLASTIC TOY (A12/00386/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 60
  Product alert from Poland

PLASTIC TOY (A12/00387/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 80
  Product alert from Poland

TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT (A12/00388/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 60
  Product alert from Poland

KITCHEN PLAY SET (A12/00390/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 50
  Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY FIRETRUCK (A12/00391/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 60
  Product alert by United Kingdom

INTERACTIVE MAT (A12/00395/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 70
  Product alert from United Kingdom
TOY GUN SET (A12/00396/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary

TOY CONSTRUCTION SET (A12/00397/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from United Kingdom

CHILDREN'S SHIRT (A12/00367/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN'S SWEATSHIRT (A12/00373/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Croatia

CHILDREN'S SWEATSHIRT (A12/00398/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Croatia

JACKET (A12/00403/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Slovenia
HENNA POWDER (A12/00366/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Ireland

HENNA POWDER (A12/00369/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Ireland

LED FLOODLIGHT (A12/00365/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from United Kingdom

TABLE LAMP (A12/00393/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

FACE AND BODY MASSAGER (A12/00394/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

CONSTRUCTION TELEHANDLERS (A12/00385/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Italy
Weekly report 12 – 20th March 2020

Toys and children’s products dominated in this report, ranging from a poor quality alert for a toy scooter to a pacifier chain from Finland scoring 100.

NECKLACE (A12/00419/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Norway

NECKLACE (A12/00432/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Germany

EARRINGS (A12/00433/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

WINDSCREEN WASHER FLUID (A12/00434/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Lithuania

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00404/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary
LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00407/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00408/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00439/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Hungary

SOCKET LAMP (A12/00421/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 0  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Germany

FLOOD LIGHTS (A12/00441/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 0  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from United Kingdom

HEATING PAD (A12/00425/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 100

Product alert from Denmark
### SUNGLASSES (A12/00431/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 0
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0

**Total**: 80

Product alert from Hungary

### PACIFIER CHAIN (A12/00409/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 10

**Total**: 100

Product alert from Finland

### CHILDREN'S HIGH CHAIR (A12/00429/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0

**Total**: 90

Product alert from Hungary

### TRAVEL COT (A12/00430/20)
- **Product Name**: 0
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0

**Total**: 70

Product alert from Hungary

### PLASTIC TOY (A12/00405/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 20
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 0
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 10

**Total**: 90

Product alert from Poland

### BABY TOY (A12/00406/20)
- **Product Name**: 20
- **Brand Name**: 0
- **Model Name/Number**: 10
- **Other Information (Weight, Size, Color, Serial Number)**: 10
- **Image**: 10
- **Safety Issue**: 10
- **Required Action**: 10
- **Recall Information**: 0

**Total**: 70

Product alert from Lithuania
TOY SCOOTER (A12/00410/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Lithuania

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00411/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Estonia

SOFT TOY (A12/00418/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Luxembourg

SOFT TOY (A12/00420/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 0
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Luxembourg

PUZZLE PLAY MAT (A12/00422/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

PUZZLE PLAY MAT (A12/00423/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary
PUSH ALONG TOY (A12/00426/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Poland

PUSH ALONG TOY (A12/00435/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Estonia

WOODEN TOY (A12/00436/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

SOFT TOY (A12/00440/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Luxembourg

SOFT TOY (A12/00442/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Cyprus

SLIPPERS (A12/00424/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Norway
CHILDREN’S SWEATSHIRT (A12/00437/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Croatia

LEATHER SHOES (A12/00438/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland

SKIN CLEANSING PRODUCT (A12/00417/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Latvia

UV NAIL LAMP (A12/00427/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

AQUARIUM HEATER (A12/00428/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

GLUE (A11/00037/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40
Product alert from United Kingdom
SOFT TOY (A11/00035/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Cyprus

FANCY DRESS WIG (A11/00036/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

Weekly report 13 – 27th March 2020

A weekly report with many 90/100s, particularly high number of good quality notifications. Varied – no product stood out. Not a single mask, however despite COVID-19. Germany had many low scores by forgetting brand or product name. Interestingly, there was a post about women's shoes sold by Primark that were real. It seems to me to be a rare example of a recognizable (and not counterfeit) name being put up on RAPEX.

1. OFFICE CHAIR (A12/00455/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Lithuania.

2. GADGET (A12/00487/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Luxembourg.

3. WETSUIT (A12/00450/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION 10

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany.
4. LED LIGHT (A12/00485/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

5. NECKLACE (A12/00461/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 50
   Product alert from Germany.

6. PIERCING (A12/00476/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

7. BRACELET (A12/00479/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION 10
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Germany.

8. TATTOO INK (A12/00456/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Italy.

9. LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00449/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Hungary.
10. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 2 (A12/00458/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Hungary.

11. LED LAMP (A12/00459/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Finland.

12. LED STRIP (A12/00462/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Finland.

13. NIGHT LIGHT (A12/00486/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

14. PLASTIC HOOKS (A12/00463/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Sweden.

15. PROTECTIVE GLOVES (A12/00471/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Greece.
16. PROTECTIVE GLOVES NO. 2 (A12/00472/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Finland.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES NO. 3 (A12/00478/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Finland.

SAFETY BARRIER (A12/00452/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

TOY (A12/00475/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 70
   Product alert from Germany.

PLASTIC TOY (A12/00484/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

TOY INSTRUMENT (A12/00489/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Cyprus.
CHILDREN SWIMSUIT (A12/00443/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Estonia.

CHILDREN SWIMSUIT NO. 2 (A12/00444/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Estonia.

WOMEN'S SHOES (A12/00453/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION 10
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany.

CHILDREN CLOTHING (A12/00468/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece.

CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 2 (A12/00470/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece.

CHILDREN CLOTHING NO. 3 (A12/00477/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece.
ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORD (A12/00445/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Lithuania.

E-CIGARETTE (A12/00446/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 10
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Austria.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER (A12/00454/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER NO. 2 (A12/00457/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland.

ELECTRICAL ADAPTER (A12/00474/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Hungary.

ELECTRICAL ADAPTER NO. 2 (A12/00490/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 10

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Italy.
Weekly report 14 – 3rd April 2020

The majority of reports this week were jewellery products submitted by Luxembourg and children's clothing submitted by Greece. Luxembourg received bad grades because the majority of reports provided neither product nor brand names. Although the pandemic was already spreading in Europe, there were no reports on subpar face masks. Well done reports came from both Eastern and Western Europe.

JEWELLERY SET (A12/00494/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg

EARRINGS (A12/00495/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 30
Product alert from Luxembourg

NECKLACE (A12/00504/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg

BRACELET (A12/00507/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION – 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg
NECKLACE (A12/00512/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 0
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Luxembourg

JEWELLERY SET (A12/00515/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 0
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg

JEWELLERY SET (A12/00518/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 0
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg

JEWELLERY SET (A12/00519/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 0
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg

EARRINGS (A12/00520/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg

EARRINGS (A12/00523/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 0
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Luxembourg
DRAIN CLEANER (A12/00500/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

TATTOO INK (A12/00509/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Italy

SOCKET LAMP (A12/00497/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

PORTABLE LED LAMP (A12/00521/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

PORTABLE LED LAMP (A12/00527/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

FIREWORKS (A12/00506/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Belgium
FANCY-DRESS MASK (A12/00492/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10
TOTAL: 100
Product alert from Croatia

KEY RING (A12/00498/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Germany

PLASTIC TOY (A12/00513/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Austria

PLASTIC WIND-UP TOY (A12/00526/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Lithuania

CHILDREN'S DRESS (A12/00493/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN'S SHORTS (A12/00499/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece
CHILDREN’S SWEATER (A12/00501/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN’S DRESS (A12/00502/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING SET (A12/00503/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN’S DRESS (A12/00505/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN’S DRESS (A12/00510/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING SET (A12/00511/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece
### Women's Shoe (A12/00514/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model name / number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety issues</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required action</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall information</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Germany

### Children's Sweatshirt (A12/00522/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model name / number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety issues</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required action</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Romania

### Skin Lightening Product (A12/00517/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model name / number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety issues</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required action</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Ireland

### Mains Cable (A12/00516/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model name / number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety issues</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required action</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Hungary

### Weekly Report 15 – 10th April 2020

Toys dominated this report but notifications for pieces of jewellery made up about a third and were generally pretty poor quality, often missing product/brand names. Some of the toys had very detailed descriptions which would potentially make them easier to track down. Several products with 20 out of 20 for required action because of the presence of a link to a company's recall page and two of the USB chargers from Poland scored 100.

### Necklace (A12/00529/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model name/number</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety issues</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required action</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall information</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from Luxembourg
RING (A12/00540/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Luxembourg

NECKLACE (A12/00543/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg

RING (A12/00553/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg

EARRING BLANKS (A12/00554/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION 10
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Germany

NECKLACE (A12/00555/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Luxembourg

RING (A12/00556/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10 RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg
EARRINGS (A12/00557/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg

NECKLACES (A12/00562/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00533/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary

POLYESTER LIGHT BALLS (A12/00560/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Luxembourg

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00561/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Luxembourg

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT (A12/00563/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary
BABY WALKER (A12/00530/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from France

BABY WALKER (A12/00535/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from France

BABY TEETHER AND RATTLE TOY (A12/00531/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY TRUCK SET (A12/00532/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

DOCTOR PLAY SET (A12/00534/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from United Kingdom

FIDGET TOY SET (A12/00536/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from United Kingdom
TOY WEAPON SET (A12/00537/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

TOY GUN (A12/00541/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Cyprus

MAKE UP TOY SET (A12/00542/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from United Kingdom

NOVELTY HEADBAND (A12/00558/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Sweden

TOY SLIME (A12/00559/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Sweden

TOY SLIME (A12/00564/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia
SQUEEZABLE TOY (A12/00565/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from Germany

CHILDREN'S DRESS (A12/00548/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Greece

USB POWER SUPPLY (A12/00549/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION 10

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland

USB POWER SUPPLY (A12/00550/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 100

Product alert from Poland

USB POWER SUPPLY (A12/00551/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland

USB POWER SUPPLY (A12/00552/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 100

Product alert from Poland
Weekly Report 16 – 17th April 2020

With almost of all Europe fully in lockdown, this report from mid-April interestingly does not contain a single COVID-19 related product (masks, disinfectant, UV steriliser lamp, protective coveralls). The most common product type was electrical appliances and devices and the two particularly poor quality notifications were jewellery pieces.

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00574/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00576/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00589/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00590/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

PORTABLE LED LIGHT (A12/00583/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary
FIREWORKS (A12/00588/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Belgium

TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT (A12/00572/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Belgium

TOY FIRETRUCK SET (A12/00573/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from United Kingdom

SOFT TOY (A12/00578/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from United Kingdom

WRITING BOARD (A12/00579/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY MOTORBIKE (A12/00580/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Cyprus
TOY GUN SET (A12/00581/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

LEATHER BRACELET (A12/00570/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 30
Product alert from France

LEATHER JACKET (A12/00575/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany

BATTERY CHARGER FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00591/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland

CHAINSAW (A11/00039/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland

TOY BINOCULARS (A11/00040/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from United Kingdom
MAINS EXTENSION CORD (A11/00041/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

Weekly Report 17 – 23rd April 2020

NECKLACE (A12/00598/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany

BRACELET (A12/00599/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany

MULTICOLOR LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00628/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Lithuania

NIGHT-LIGHT (A12/00605/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

RING (A12/00607/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00614/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00615/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00616/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00617/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

STACKING TOY (A12/00595/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Italy

PUSH ALONG TOY (A12/00600/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUES - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Cyprus
TOY GUN SET (A12/00603/20)

**PRODUCT NAME** - 20
**BRAND NAME** - 20
**MODEL NAME / NUMBER** - 10
**OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
**IMAGE** - 10
**SAFETY ISSUES** - 10
**REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
**RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from Cyprus

MAGNETIC FISHING TOY (A12/00609/20)

**PRODUCT NAME** - 20
**BRAND NAME** - 20
**MODEL NAME / NUMBER** - 10
**OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
**IMAGE** - 10
**SAFETY ISSUES** - 10
**REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
**RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 80

Product alert from Cyprus

TOY MICROPHONE (A12/00610/20)

**PRODUCT NAME** - 20
**BRAND NAME** - 0
**MODEL NAME / NUMBER** - 10
**OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
**IMAGE** - 10
**SAFETY ISSUES** - 10
**REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
**RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 60

Product alert from Cyprus

TOY GUN (A12/00613/20)

**PRODUCT NAME** - 20
**BRAND NAME** - 0
**MODEL NAME / NUMBER** - 0
**OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
**IMAGE** - 10
**SAFETY ISSUES** - 10
**REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
**RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 50

Product alert from United Kingdom

CHILDREN'S CLOTHES (A12/00596/20)

**PRODUCT NAME** - 0
**BRAND NAME** - 20
**MODEL NAME / NUMBER** - 10
**OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
**IMAGE** - 10
**SAFETY ISSUES** - 10
**REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
**RECALL INFORMATION** - 10

**TOTAL:** 70

Product alert from Italy

CHILDREN'S SWIMWEAR (A12/00611/20)

**PRODUCT NAME** - 20
**BRAND NAME** - 20
**MODEL NAME / NUMBER** - 0
**OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)** - 0
**IMAGE** - 10
**SAFETY ISSUES** - 10
**REQUIRED ACTION** - 10
**RECALL INFORMATION** - 0

**TOTAL:** 70

Product alert from Bulgaria
TRAVEL ADAPTOR (A12/00604/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

PORTABLE LED LAMP (A12/00606/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary

MAINS EXTENSION LEAD (A12/00627/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 0
  MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUES - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary
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1. WALL COATING (A12/00632/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Denmark.

2. LACQUER (A12/00633/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Denmark.

3. TATTOO INK (A12/00658/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Latvia.
4. LIQUID FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00671/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Bulgaria.

5. LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00637/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Hungary.

6. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 2 (A12/00638/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Hungary.

7. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 3 (A12/00639/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Hungary.

8. LED SPOTLIGHT (A12/00663/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

9. E-CIGARETTE (A12/00672/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Bulgaria.
10. MASK (A12/00629/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium.

11. BABY WALKER (A12/00662/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France.

12. SAFETY GATE FOR CHILDREN (A12/00667/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland.

13. TOY SLIME (A12/00631/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Iceland.

14. TOY SLIME NO. 2 (A12/00634/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Iceland.

15. BATH TOY (A12/00648/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from France.
16. BATH TOY NO. 2 (A12/00649/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from France.

17. BATH TOY NO. 3 (A12/00650/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from France.

18. BATH TOY NO. 4 (A12/00651/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from France.

19. SOFT TOY (A12/00652/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

20. TOY SLIME NO. 3 (A12/00654/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Iceland.

21. TOY SLIME NO. 4 (A12/00655/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Iceland.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Name/Number</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Safety Issue</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22. PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00661/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. TOY (A12/00664/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION: 10</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from the United Kingdom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. TOY No. 2 (A12/00665/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from the United Kingdom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. SOFT TOY No. 2 (A12/00666/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 0</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION: 10</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. TOY INSTRUMENT (A12/00669/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. TOY INSTRUMENT No. 2 (A12/00670/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME: 0</td>
<td>BRAND NAME: 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>IMAGE: 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE: 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION: 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION: 0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Finland.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
28. SLIPPERS (A12/00668/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 40
   Product alert from Bulgaria.

29. MASCARA (A12/00656/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Spain.

30. MASCARA NO. 2 (A12/00657/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Spain.

MANICURE PEN (A12/00659/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION 10
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from France.

MASCARA NO. 3 (A12/00660/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Spain.

CANDLE (A12/00642/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from France.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDLE NO. 2 (A12/00643/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDLE NO. 3 (A12/00644/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDLE NO. 4 (A12/00645/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDLE NO. 5 (A12/00646/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDLE NO. 6 (A12/00647/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDLE NO. 7 (A12/00653/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from France.
THERMOMETER (A11/00044/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from Sweden.

PEPPER MILL (A11/00045/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Sweden.

PUSHCHAIR (A11/00043/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Czechia.

ELECTRICAL SOCKET EXTENSION (A11/00042/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Hungary.
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LIQUID FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00682/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from United Kingdom

LED TUBE (A12/00685/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Hungary
LEATHER WORKING GLOVES (A12/00677/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00696/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Spain

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00678/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00680/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00681/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Cyprus

SOFT TOY (A12/00694/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia
TOY SLIME (A12/00695/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Norway

USB CHARGING SET (A12/00683/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from France

USB CHARGER (A12/00684/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from France

MOBILE PHONE BATTERY (A12/00693/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from France
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LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00713/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00715/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Hungary
LED LAMP (A12/00699/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

FLAIL-TYPE CUTTING ATTACHMENTS FOR BRUSH CUTTER (A12/00716/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Denmark

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00742/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Luxembourg

TOY SLIME KIT (A12/00698/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from France

FACE-PAINTING CRAYONS (A12/00700/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00705/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Lithuania
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Name / Number</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Safety Issues</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWIMMING GOGGLES (A12/00706/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC TOY (A12/00707/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITCHEN TOY SET (A12/00708/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTOR PLAY SET (A12/00709/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOY BOW AND ARROW SET (A12/00710/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00714/20)</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FISHING TOY SET (A12/00735/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from France

ADAPTOR (A12/00703/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Italy

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00719/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00720/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00721/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00722/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Germany
CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00723/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00724/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00725/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00726/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00727/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany

CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00728/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Germany
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00729/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 0</th>
<th>BRAND NAME - 0</th>
<th>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</th>
<th>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</th>
<th>IMAGE - 10</th>
<th>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</th>
<th>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</th>
<th>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</th>
<th>TOTAL: 40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00730/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
<th>BRAND NAME - 0</th>
<th>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</th>
<th>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</th>
<th>IMAGE - 10</th>
<th>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</th>
<th>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</th>
<th>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</th>
<th>TOTAL: 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00731/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
<th>BRAND NAME - 0</th>
<th>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</th>
<th>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</th>
<th>IMAGE - 10</th>
<th>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</th>
<th>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</th>
<th>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</th>
<th>TOTAL: 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00732/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
<th>BRAND NAME - 0</th>
<th>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</th>
<th>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</th>
<th>IMAGE - 10</th>
<th>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</th>
<th>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</th>
<th>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</th>
<th>TOTAL: 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00733/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 0</th>
<th>BRAND NAME - 0</th>
<th>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</th>
<th>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</th>
<th>IMAGE - 10</th>
<th>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</th>
<th>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</th>
<th>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</th>
<th>TOTAL: 40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCULAR SAW BLADE (A12/00734/20)</th>
<th>PRODUCT NAME - 20</th>
<th>BRAND NAME - 0</th>
<th>MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10</th>
<th>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</th>
<th>IMAGE - 10</th>
<th>SAFETY ISSUES - 10</th>
<th>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</th>
<th>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</th>
<th>TOTAL: 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOLDABLE BARBECUE (A11/00047/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION -10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Latvia

ROCKET (A11/00046/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION -10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Denmark

SOFT TOY (A11/00048/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION -10
RECALL INFORMATION 10

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Iceland

Weekly report 21 – 22nd May 2020

1. EARRINGS (A12/00737/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION -10
RECALL INFORMATION 10

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Germany.

2. LASER POINTER (A12/00736/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION -10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Finland.

3. LED LIGHT (A12/00750/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION -10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Germany.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>LED Lamp (A12/00741/20)</th>
<th>LED Lamp No. 2 (A12/00755/20)</th>
<th>LED Lamp No. 3 (A12/00756/20)</th>
<th>LED Lamp No. 4 (A12/00757/20)</th>
<th>Mask (A12/00765/20)</th>
<th>Mask No. 2 (A12/00766/20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Issue</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Action</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall Information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10. MASK NO. 3 (A12/00767/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland.

11. MASK NO. 4 (A12/00768/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland.

12. MASK NO. 5 (A12/00775/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Belgium.

13. MASK NO. 6 (A12/00776/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Belgium.

14. PADDLEBALL (A12/00743/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Italy.

15. TOY GUN (A12/00764/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from the United Kingdom.
16. USB ADAPTOR (A12/00738/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 90
  Product alert from Denmark.

USB ADAPTOR NO. 2 (A12/00740/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 90
  Product alert from Denmark.

USB ADAPTOR NO. 3 (A12/00753/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 10
  TOTAL: 90
  Product alert from Denmark.

USB ADAPTOR NO. 4 (A12/00754/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 10
  TOTAL: 90
  Product alert from Denmark.

ELECTRICAL EXTENSION (A12/00761/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 80
  Product alert from Lithuania.

GLUE (A11/00049/20)
  PRODUCT NAME - 20
  BRAND NAME - 20
  MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
  OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
  IMAGE - 10
  SAFETY ISSUE - 10
  REQUIRED ACTION - 10
  RECALL INFORMATION - 0
  TOTAL: 80
  Product alert from Italy.
GLUE NO. 2 (A11/00050/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Italy.

TOY (A11/00051/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from the United Kingdom.

Weekly Report 22 – 29th May 2020

17 of the 47 products were COVID-19 related (masks, coveralls, disinfectant), making them the most common product type. Several notifications scored 10 out of 10 in Recall information category, namely Finnish alerts about spectacle frames providing contact information and a link to a company's website but none of the alerts got full marks.

FUEL ADDITIVE (A12/00770/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Lithuania

HAND DISINFECTANT (A12/00777/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from France

PORTABLE LED TORCH (A12/00802/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Hungary
FOLDABLE ELECTRIC BIKE (A12/00778/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 0
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary

VEHICLE SCISSOR LIFT (A12/00804/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 0
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Finland

LADDER (A12/00801/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 0
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Bulgaria

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00782/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00783/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00784/20)

- PRODUCT NAME: 20
- BRAND NAME: 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER: 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER): 0
- IMAGE: 10
- SAFETY ISSUE: 10
- REQUIRED ACTION: 10
- RECALL INFORMATION: 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00785/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00786/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00787/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00788/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00789/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00790/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland
PROTECTIVE COVERALL (A12/00791/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0 (PRESENT BUT VERY POOR QUALITY)
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Poland

PROTECTIVE COVERALL (A12/00793/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0 (PRESENT BUT VERY POOR QUALITY)
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00794/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00795/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00796/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00820/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Poland
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00821/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Poland

CHILDREN'S CAR SEAT (A12/00772/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Germany

PLUSH TOY (A12/00774/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland

TOY DOLL (A12/00797/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Lithuania

PLASTIC FANCY-DRESS MASK (A12/00799/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Lithuania

TOY CROSSBOW (A12/00803/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Hungary
TOY CROSSBOW (A12/00805/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary

MULTIFUNCTIONAL TOY (A12/00806/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Cyprus

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00810/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

LEATHER GLOVES (A12/00773/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany

LEATHER WALLET (A12/00800/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Germany

SPECTACLE FRAME (A12/00814/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland
SPECTACLE FRAME (A12/00815/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Finland

SPECTACLE FRAME (A12/00816/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland

SPECTACLE FRAME (A12/00817/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Finland

SPECTACLE FRAME (A12/00818/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland

PERFUME (A12/00798/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

NAIL POLISH (A12/00807/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Germany
PERFUME (A12/00812/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

PERFUME (A12/00813/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Czechia

BATTERY CHARGER (A12/00769/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland

UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR (A12/00771/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Italy

EXTENSION CORD (A12/00811/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Lithuania

PLUSH TOY (A11/00052/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland
MICROWAVABLE PLUSH TOY (A11/00053/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland

LED LAMP (A12/00792/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from United Kingdom

Weekly report 23 – 5th June 2020

1. MASK (A12/00844/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland.

2. MASK NO. 2 (A12/00845/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Poland.

3. MASK NO. 3 (A12/00846/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Belgium.

4. PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00829/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Lithuania.
5. GLASSES FRAME (A12/00828/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland.

6. GLASSES FRAME NO. 2 (A12/00830/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland.

7. SUNSCREEN (A12/00841/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 0
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Germany.

8. FIREWORKS (A11/00054/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Denmark.

Weekly Report 24 – 12th June 2020

Another report with a high average grading with the most common product being toys and children's products and interestingly very few COVID-19 related products (only one protective coverall, no masks/disinfectant at all). The safety issue explanations for the vehicle lifts were particularly good because of their clarity and detail. An amendment was said to have been made to the notification about a skin lightening product except it is not clear what information was added/adjusted.

LASER POINTER (A12/00859/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from France
VEHICLE LIFT (A12/00857/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Finland

VEHICLE SCISSOR LIFT (A12/00870/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Finland

PROTECTIVE COVERALL (A12/00863/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Poland

CHILD BICYCLE SEAT (A12/00862/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Croatia

FIREWORKS (A12/00866/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Belgium

TOY SLIME (A12/00847/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Finland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
<th>Safety Issue</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Toy Slime (A12/00864/20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Plastic Doll (A12/00865/20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Baby Wet Wipes (A12/00858/20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Skin Lightening Product (A12/00861/20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>Sunscreen (A12/00867/20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>Perfume (A12/00868/20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PERFUME (A12/00869/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Czechia

Weekly report 25 – 19th June 2020

1. LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/00891/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Germany.

2. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 2 (A12/00892/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Germany.

3. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 3 (A12/00893/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Hungary.

4. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 4 (A12/00894/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Hungary.

5. LED MODULE (A12/00887/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland.
6. MASK (A12/00881/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Germany.

7. MOTORCYCLE HELMET (A12/00884/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

8. MOTORCYCLE HELMET NO. 2 (A12/00886/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 0
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 60
   Product alert from Luxembourg.

9. CHESS SET (A12/00880/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from Germany.

10. PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00885/20)
    PRODUCT NAME - 20
    BRAND NAME - 0
    MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
    OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
    IMAGE - 10
    SAFETY ISSUE - 10
    REQUIRED ACTION - 10
    RECALL INFORMATION - 0
    TOTAL: 70
    Product alert from Hungary.

11. PERFUME (A12/00888/20)
    PRODUCT NAME - 20
    BRAND NAME - 20
    MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
    OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
    IMAGE - 10
    SAFETY ISSUE - 10
    REQUIRED ACTION - 10
    RECALL INFORMATION - 0
    TOTAL: 90
    Product alert from Czechia.
12. PERFUME NO. 2  (A12/00889/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia.

13. PERFUME NO. 3  (A12/00890/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia.

14. POWER SUPPLY  (A12/00882/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland.

POWER ADAPTOR  (A12/00883/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Finland.

PLUSH TOY  (A11/00055/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland.

PLUSH TOY NO. 2  (A11/00056/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Finland.
PLUSH TOY NO. 3 (A11/00057/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Finland.

PLUSH TOY NO. 4 (A11/00058/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Finland.

PLUSH TOY NO. 5 (A11/00059/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Finland.

PLUSH TOY NO. 6 (A11/00060/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Finland.

Weekly Report 26 – 26th June 2020

Most common products were masks, many of which had been categorised as dangerous because they had not been certified. All the notifications had images and satisfactory safety issue explanations. Overall a report with a high average rating but also features one particularly bad notification for a digital alarm clock with high levels of mercury for which a lot of information is lacking and its withdrawal from the market by the manufacturer was the only measure taken: product recall or at least some sort of contact information for worried consumers who had bought the product before it was removed would surely be needed for such a toxic product.

HAIRSLIDES (A12/00929/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Germany
HAND DISINFECTANT (A12/00914/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from France

HAND DISINFECTANT (A12/00927/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from United Kingdom

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00906/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary

LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/00930/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Hungary

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00899/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Luxembourg

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00903/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Spain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00912/20)</strong></td>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00913/20)</strong></td>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADAPTER FOR CHILD CAR SEAT (A12/00907/20)</strong></td>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOY DOLL (A12/00905/20)</strong></td>
<td>Product alert from Poland</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOY BALL (A12/00908/20)</strong></td>
<td>Product alert from Iceland</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLASTIC DOLL (A12/00909/20)</strong></td>
<td>Product alert from Czechia</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FANCY DRESS MAKE-UP (A12/00915/20)**

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  

**TOTAL: 80**

Product alert from Czechia

---

**RATTLE TOY (A12/00916/20)**

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 0  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  

**TOTAL: 70**

Product alert from Italy

---

**TOY KEYBOARD (A12/00917/20)**

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  

**TOTAL: 90**

Product alert from Italy

---

**PULL ALONG TOY (A12/00925/20)**

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  

**TOTAL: 90**

Product alert from Poland

---

**TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SET (A12/00928/20)**

PRODUCT NAME - 20  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  

**TOTAL: 90**

Product alert from Hungary

---

**CHILDREN'S SHORTS (A12/00931/20)**

PRODUCT NAME - 0  
BRAND NAME - 20  
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10  
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0  
IMAGE - 10  
SAFETY ISSUE - 10  
REQUIRED ACTION - 10  
RECALL INFORMATION - 0  

**TOTAL: 60**

Product alert from Greece
EYELASH GROWTH SERUM (A12/00900/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Germany

DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK (A12/00898/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 30
Product alert from Germany

TRAVEL ADAPTOR (A12/00904/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Hungary

BATTERY FOR E-CIGARETTES (A12/00910/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Belgium

BATTERY CHARGER (A12/00911/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Finland

PLUSH TOY (A11/00061/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Finland
PLUSH TOY (A11/00062/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Weekly Report 27 – 3rd July 2020

I made the observation that alerts from the United Kingdom are very frequently missing important information, such as product and brand name, leading to low scores. Their reports score between 20 and 70. Out of 24 reported products, only two were masks. Personal hygiene products like hair clippers, fake nails or hair dye make up the largest share of reports. Well done reports came from both Eastern and Western Europe.

NECKLACE (A12/00936/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Germany

PRESSURE COOKER (A12/00938/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia

SOLDERING WIRE (A12/00950/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Ireland

SWIMMING POOL THERMOMETER (A12/00946/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 10
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Romania
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Model Name / Number</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
<th>Safety Issues</th>
<th>Required Action</th>
<th>Recall Information</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOG LEAD (A12/00957/20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00942/20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00947/20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHILDREN'S HIGH CHAIR (A12/00939/20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>90</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHILDREN'S HIGH CHAIR (A12/00945/20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOY TEA SET (A12/00932/20)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>40</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product alert from United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TOY HAND GRENADE (A12/00935/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Austria

PLASTIC DOLL WITH ACCESSORIES (A12/00948/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Luxembourg

TOY SLIME (A12/00952/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Greece

TOY SLIME (A12/00953/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Greece

FALSE NAILS (A12/00941/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Romania

CHILDREN'S SPORTS SET (A12/00955/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME / NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUES - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Romania
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LADIES’ Lедерхозе (A12/00956/20)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Nails (A12/00959/20)</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Oil (A12/00933/20)</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Lightening Product (A12/00940/20)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair Dye (A12/00951/20)</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplug Socket (A12/00934/20)</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Product alert from Germany
- Product alert from Romania
- Product alert from Slovakia
- Product alert from Germany
- Product alert from Lithuania
- Product alert from Lithuania
Weekly Report 28 – 10th July 2020

COVID-19 related products were the most common product type, with masks, hand disinfectant and several UV lamps and sterilisers. Also the notification for a faulty bicycle has a link to a company’s website where consumers can get access to more information concerning the recall of the product and provides contact information for them to claim compensation: one of the few products we have so far that has 20 out of 20 for the ‘Required action’ category. Most of the products were missing model numbers and other descriptive information.

BICYCLE (A12/00988/20)

Product alert from Germany

E-CIGARETTE LIQUID (A12/00971/20)

Product alert from Denmark

PAINT AND VARNISH STRIPPER (A12/00972/20)

Product alert from Lithuania
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 0</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 0</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0</td>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 0</td>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Product alert from France</td>
<td>Product alert from France</td>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
<td>Product alert from Belgium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product alert from United Kingdom

Product alert from Belgium
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00981/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00982/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00983/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00984/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/00985/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01000/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01001/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NAME</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01002/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NAME</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01003/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NAME</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01004/20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NAME</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK A12/01005/20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NAME</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK A12/01006/20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NAME</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Belgium
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01008/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01009/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 0
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

TOY SLIME (A12/00962/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Greece

BABY TEETHER (A12/00963/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 30
Product alert from United Kingdom

TOY SLIME (A12/00964/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Greece

TOY SLIME (A12/00965/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Greece
BALLOONS (A12/00973/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Germany

BABY TEETHER (A12/00999/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from United Kingdom

LED BATH LIGHTS (A12/01013/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from United Kingdom

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/01017/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Czechia

PLASTIC DOLL (A12/01022/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Czechia

TOY GUN SET (A12/01023/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from Lithuania
CHILDREN’S BLOUSE (A12/00989/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Romania

FALSE NAILS (A12/00992/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Romania

SLIPPERS (A12/01012/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Germany

LEATHER JACKET (A12/01014/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Germany

HENNA (A12/00991/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Ireland

HAIRSPRAY (A12/00993/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Ireland
SKIN LIGHTENING PRODUCT (A12/00994/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Germany

UV STERILISER (A12/00960/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product alert from United Kingdom

PORTABLE UV LIGHT (A12/00961/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from United Kingdom

UV BULB (A12/00966/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from United Kingdom

PORTABLE UV LAMP (A12/00967/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 40

Product alert from United Kingdom

PORTABLE UV LAMP (A12/00968/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product alert from United Kingdom
PORTABLE UV LAMP (A12/00969/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from United Kingdom

UV STERILISER (A12/00986/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from United Kingdom

UV STERILISER (A12/00987/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 0
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from United Kingdom

HAIR CURLER (A12/01015/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from United Kingdom

NAIL LAMP (A12/01016/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from United Kingdom

LED CEILING LIGHT (A12/01018/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Finland
WAX WARMER (A12/01019/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50

Product alert from United Kingdom

LED FLOODLIGHT (A12/01020/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70

Product alert from United Kingdom

GRASS AND BUSH SHEAR (A11/00064/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Austria

PLUSH TOY (A11/00065/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Finland

HAIR STRAIGHTENERS/CURLING IRON (A11/00063/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Romania
**Weekly Report 29 – 17th July 2020**

Dominant products were masks and toys (almost all masks were not taken off the market but instead marked with warnings). Several high quality notifications from Western and Eastern European countries. Once again a few examples of notifications of inconsistent quality coming from the same country (e.g. France).

**TOY LIGHT (A12/01051/20)**
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 10
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0
- **TOTAL**: 90

Product alert from France

**LOG SPLITTER (A12/0908/19)**
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0
- **TOTAL**: 80

Product alert from Finland

**PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01026/20)**
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 0
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 10
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0
- **TOTAL**: 80

Product alert from Belgium

**PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01027/20)**
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 10
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 0
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0
- **TOTAL**: 80

Product alert from Belgium

**PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01030/20)**
- **PRODUCT NAME**: 20
- **BRAND NAME**: 20
- **MODEL NAME/NUMBER**: 10
- **OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER)**: 10
- **IMAGE**: 10
- **SAFETY ISSUE**: 10
- **REQUIRED ACTION**: 0
- **RECALL INFORMATION**: 0
- **TOTAL**: 80

Product alert from Belgium
PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01031/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Belgium

PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01032/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01033/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product alert from Belgium

PROTECTIVE MASK (A12/01055/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 0
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Belgium

FINGER LIGHTS (A12/01028/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from the UK

FINGER LIGHTS (A12/01029/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from the UK
PLASTIC DUCKS (A12/01035/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Latvia

SLIME (A12/01042/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product alert from Greece

TOY PHONE (A12/01043/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Poland

CHILDREN’S CLOTHES (A12/01034/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Romania

COSMETICS (A12/01045/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from France
Weekly report 30 – 24th July 2020

Dangerous masks, lighting devices and toys dominated the dangerous product list. Most notifications were faulty, with little detailed information about product batch or brand. Interestingly, the notifications came from both new member states (Slovakia, Hungary) and old member states (Belgium for the masks) and they were equally poor.

**LIGHTING CHAINS (A12/01059/20)**
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

**TOTAL: 70**

Product Alert from Hungary

Note: Since the manufacturer is not detailed, it is hard to say whether the model number and serial number are meaningful.

**CANDLE-SHAPED LUMINAIRE (A12/01077/20)**
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

**TOTAL: 40**

Product Alert from Slovakia

**LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/01078/20)**
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION – 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

**TOTAL: 50**

Product Alert from Slovakia

**LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/01079/20)**
- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

**TOTAL: 40**

Product Alert from Slovakia

**STONE POLISHER (A12/01084/20)**
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

**TOTAL: 80**

Product Alert from Poland
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01057/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01060/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01061/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01062/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01072/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01073/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product Alert from Belgium
12. PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01074/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product Alert from Belgium

13. PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01075/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Belgium

14. PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01076/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product Alert from Belgium

15. PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01080/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product Alert from Poland

16. TOY POLICE SET (A12/01070/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product Alert from Poland

17. TOY BALL SET (A12/01081/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 100
Product Alert from Poland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert from Austria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>18. TOY WHISTLES (A12/01083/20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: 50</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert from UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>19. TOY PUTTY (A12/01085/20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: 90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert from Austria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>20. HAIR DYE (A12/01071/20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: 90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert from UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>21. PORTABLE UV LIGHT (A12/01064/20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION – 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: 50</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert from UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>22. ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE POWER BANK (A12/01066/20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: 90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Alert from Finland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>23. LED POWER SUPPLY (A12/01087/20)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAND NAME - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFETY ISSUE - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED ACTION - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL INFORMATION - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: 90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24. CHILD DRINKING BOTTLE (A11/00066/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 10 (TK MAXX INTRODUCED PRODUCT RECALL)
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from UK

25. TOY ANIMAL (A11/00067/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Poland

26. TOY REVOLVER (A12/01082/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) -10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Austria

Weekly report 31 – 31st July 2020

FOLDING STOOL (A12/01097/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 0
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product Alert from Lithuania

BICYCLE (A12/01103/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Poland

CONTROL GEAR FOR LED MODULE (A12/01089/20)
   PRODUCT NAME - 20
   BRAND NAME - 20
   MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   IMAGE - 10
   SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product Alert from Finland
LED LIGHT BULB (A12/01100/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product Alert from United Kingdom

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01094/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01098/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01099/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 50

Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01101/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01102/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 70

Product Alert from Belgium
PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01108/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01109/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01115/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product Alert from Belgium

PARTICLE FILTER MASK (A12/01116/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 50
Product Alert from Belgium

SQUEEZABLE TOY (A12/01091/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 70
Product Alert from Finland

SQUEEZABLE TOY (A12/01093/20)

PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product Alert from Finland
TOY FLUTE (A12/01111/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
- TOTAL: 50

Product Alert from Austria

IMMERSION HEATER (A12/01088/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
- TOTAL: 70

Product Alert from United Kingdom

ADAPTER (A12/01092/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 0
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
- TOTAL: 60

Product Alert from Poland

HEATED HAIR BRUSH (A12/01110/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0
- TOTAL: 90

Product Alert from United Kingdom

MACBOOK PRO (A11/00068/20)
- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10
- TOTAL: 90

Product Alert from Ireland
Weekly report 32 – 6th August 2020

1. YELLOW TATTOO INK (A12/01126/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Germany.

2. GREEN TATTOO INK (A12/01127/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Germany.

3. LIGHTING STRING (A12/01128/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 80
   Product alert from France.

4. LIGHTING CHAIN (A12/01130/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 20
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 90
   Product alert from Slovakia.

5. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 2 (A12/01131/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 70
   Product alert from Slovakia.

6. LIGHTING CHAIN NO. 3 (A12/01132/20)
   - PRODUCT NAME - 20
   - BRAND NAME - 0
   - MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
   - OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
   - IMAGE - 10
   - SAFETY ISSUE - 10
   - REQUIRED ACTION - 10
   - RECALL INFORMATION - 0
   TOTAL: 70
   Product alert from Slovakia.
7. LOG SPLITTER (A12/01123/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Poland.

8. CHILDREN'S POTTY (A12/01112/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 0
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 60

Product alert from Bulgaria.

9. SOAP BUBBLE TOY (A12/01117/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Italy.

10. PLASTIC DOLL (A12/01124/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Latvia.

HAND CREAM (A12/01113/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 0
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 10

TOTAL: 90

Product alert from Germany.

LED CEILING LIGHT (A12/01120/20)

- PRODUCT NAME - 20
- BRAND NAME - 20
- MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
- OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
- IMAGE - 10
- SAFETY ISSUE - 10
- REQUIRED ACTION - 10
- RECALL INFORMATION - 0

TOTAL: 80

Product alert from Finland.
Weekly report 33 – 14th August 2020

Contrary to previous weeks, COVID-19 related supplies (protective masks, disinfectant) were not the dominant products. Electronics and toys made up the majority of the notifications. Poor quality notifications came from both West and Eastern European countries and quality of the notifications from individual countries was inconsistent, varying from product to product. Most common details missing in reports were serial numbers and adequate information on product recall.
CHILDREN'S JACKET (A12/01135/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Denmark

USB CHARGER (A12/01133/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 60
Product alert from Denmark

ADAPTOR (A12/01136/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 0
BRAND NAME - 0
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 40
Product alert from Finland

TABLE LAMP (A12/01151/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Poland

TABLE LAMP (A12/01152/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 10
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 90
Product alert from Poland

BABY PUSHCHAIR (A11/0070/20)
PRODUCT NAME - 20
BRAND NAME - 20
MODEL NAME/NUMBER - 10
OTHER INFORMATION (WEIGHT, SIZE, COLOR, SERIAL NUMBER) - 0
IMAGE - 10
SAFETY ISSUE - 10
REQUIRED ACTION - 10
RECALL INFORMATION - 0
TOTAL: 80
Product alert from Romania.